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Lapalala management has recently implemented the 
EarthRanger software programme to great benefit. 
Developed by Vulcan Inc, the easy-to-use programme 
helps protected area managers, ecologists, and wildlife 
biologists stay informed and make efficient operational 
decisions for wildlife conservation. Vulcan Inc. has 
kindly donated the programme to the reserve.

The fence management team is one of the first areas to 
utilise the system. Fence monitors are deployed on daily 
patrols of specific sections of the reserve fence. Team 
members each carry a smartphone (with a GPS tracker) 
that uses a system called Cybertracker to collect a  
pre-determined data set. As they patrol, the monitors 
can log any fence issues they come across and record 
any repairs that they carry out. The CyberTracker data 
is fed to EarthRanger, where it is displayed and can be 
used for analysis and reporting.

Once we have collected sufficient data, management will 
be able to manage performance better, and also identify 
areas on the fence line that indicate ongoing or recurring 
problems that require specific remedial action.

All departments are in the process of using or adapting 
the system to address specific management information 
and data collection needs. Exciting times indeed! 
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IF YOU CAN’T MEASURE IT, YOU CAN’T IMPROVE IT   
By Glenn Phillips

The management of Lapalala Wilderness is underpinned 
by the guiding principles of the adaptive management 
cycle (Management Strategy Evaluation, 2009).

This map, for the period 1 May to 26 May, indicates that 
there were 53 patrols covering a total distance of 293 km 
(excluding vehicle travel), and 32 damage reports that  
were repaired and resolved.

Adaptive management
EarthRanger is one of the tools that Lapalala uses  
to practise adaptive management – a structured, 
iterative process in which decisions are made using 
the best available information, with the aim of 
obtaining better information through monitoring of 
performance. Decision making is aimed at achieving 
the best outcome based on current understanding, 
whilst accruing the information needed to improve 
future management.

Adaptive management enables  
landowners and managers to:

•  Learn through experience.

•  Take account of, and respond to, changing factors 
that affect the biodiversity stewardship site.

•  Develop or refine management processes.

•  Adopt best practices and new innovations in 
biodiversity conservation management.

•  Demonstrate that management is appropriate  
and effective.

A key element of the adaptive management cycle is 
that of monitoring/measuring the effectiveness of 
what you are implementing. Management thinker 
Peter Drucker is often quoted as saying: “If you 
can’t measure it, you can’t improve it” and “you can’t 
manage what you can’t measure”.

Drucker means that you can’t know whether or not you 
are successful unless success is defined and tracked.



Lapalala hosted a health and hygiene course for our staff from 20 – 22 March. The interactive training covered  
a range of topics to help our staff stay safe and healthy during these challenging times.

We were pleased to welcome course leader Thomas Ngwenyama, from Driving Sense, who presented the 
training in Sepedi. His presentations included topics such as personal hygiene, hygiene on the work floor, 
healthy eating, clothing requirements, food contamination, COVID-19 and HIV/AIDS. We received very positive 
feedback – from both Thomas and our staff, who confirmed that they had learnt a lot of new information.
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Our staff members were grateful for the training, 
and keen to share their knowledge with their 
families at home and colleagues at work.

HEALTH AND HYGIENE  
TRAINING FOR STAFF 
By Annemieke Müller

Q2 2021

After attempts to lure the animal failed, our veterinary 
team decided to dart the buffalo and translocate it 
back to the main reserve. By that time, the buffalo had 
made its way onto neighbouring game reserve land 
(soon to be added to Lapalala), where it was darted 
from the helicopter. It took considerable effort from 
a 15-strong team to manoeuvre the anaesthetised 
buffalo onto the back of a Land Cruiser. Ten minutes 
later, the buffalo was offloaded and woken up inside 
our main reserve. Hopefully, the adventurous bull has 
learned his lesson that life is better inside Lapalala!

BUFFALO GOES WALKABOUT! By Annemieke Müller

At an estimated weight of 700 kg, the buffalo bull required a 
dedicated team of 15 people to load it onto the Land Cruiser.

It is not every day that one gets to touch a wild, adult African 
buffalo! Juda Mokitane and Klaas Mabote enjoyed this unique 
opportunity just seconds before the animal was woken up.

One of our African buffalo bulls recently went 
walkabout after escaping from Lapalala. The adult 
buffalo was spotted by community members on the 
R518 tar road towards Marken.
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PANGOLIN RESCUE  
HIGHLIGHTS NEED  
FOR FENCE STANDARD  
By Cobus Greyling

Q2 2021

A routine foot patrol of our perimeter fence led to 
the discovery and safe release of a pangolin that had 
become entangled in the electric fence. Frans Tselana 
and Daniel Morve freed the pangolin that was trapped 
on the perimeter in the Western Berglust area of 
Lapalala Wilderness.

A collaborative study by the Endangered Wildlife Trust 
(EWT) and University of the Witwatersrand found 
that 33 different species of animals were killed by 
electric fencing at an average of one animal per two 
kilometres of fence each year. In the development of  
a new fencing standard, Lapalala Wilderness has taken 
into account recommendations made by the EWT, 
Limpopo Conservation Authorities as well as TNH 
Wildlife. To date, approximately 20 kilometres  
of the entire perimeter fence have been replaced with 
the new standard which strives to improve the survival 
rate of small mammals and reptiles wandering near 
the fence.

This threat to the pangolin is of particular concern. 
According to the African Pangolin Working Group, 
all eight species of pangolin found in Africa and Asia 
are under severe threat of extinction because of 
an escalating demand for meat and scales in Asian 
countries. This includes the Temminck’s ground 
pangolin – the second largest, most widespread 
species found in Africa, ranging from northern South 
Africa through most of east Africa and into southern 
Sudan and Chad. The species is listed as Vulnerable  
on the IUCN Red List with a declining population.

During 2016 and 2017 alone, a total of 37.8 tons of 
pangolin scales were intercepted en route from Africa 
to Asia. Encouragingly, in 2019, a sentence of 10 years 
imprisonment was imposed on a South African man 
trying to sell a live pangolin in Johannesburg. As they 
are predominantly nocturnal and small (the heaviest 
recorded weight is 19 kg), it is not surprising that most 
people have never seen one.

The new Lapalala fencing standard strives to 
reduce animal mortality on electric fencing.

 At an estimated weight of 700 
kg, the buffalo bull required a 
dedicated team of 15 people to 
load it onto the Land Cruiser.

The Lapalala Wilderness family extends its 
congratulations to Cobus and Marilize Greyling on  
the arrival of their first baby boy. Pieter Nicolaas  
“The Waterberger” Greyling was born on 13 April;  
a time when the flora of the bushveld become 
dormant and many signature trees start to lose  
their characteristic leaves in preparation for winter. 
Both mother and young Nico are doing very well. 
Enjoy your bundle of joy!

COBUS AND MARILIZE 
GREYLING WELCOME  
A BABY BOY By Peter Mashaba

Cobus and Marilize Greyling were blessed  
by the arrival of their baby boy.



A 3.5-metre python is a most unusual choice of 
roommate. But, then again, life in the bush is  
seldom dull!

We came to share our bedroom with the large reptile 
after she was entangled in the boundary fence at 
Lapalala Wilderness. Members of the fence patrol team 
found the female python, barely alive. Her belly was  
still bulging with the remains of her most recent meal.

The veterinary team examined the snake at 
headquarters and decided to administer a warm drip. 
Believing it to be a futile effort to save the snake, the 
team was astounded when she immediately started  
to show signs of recovery. After a night next to the 
heater in our bedroom, the limp and almost lifeless 
mass of serpent revived enough to hiss softly and coil 
up when she was touched. We decided to take her to  
a specialist reptile vet in Pretoria for a health check 
and assessment of any internal injuries.
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The large reptile in her warm spot next to the heater.

THINGS THAT GO BUMP  
IN THE NIGHT…  
By Hermann Müller

Q2 2021

Fences play an important role in modern conservation. 
With increasing human activity around parks and 
reserves, there is a need for man-made barriers to 
reduce human-wildlife conflict. Unfortunately tortoises, 
pangolins and certain species of snake can become 
entangled in electric fences, often with fatal results.

Luckily for this python, all’s well that ends well. She was 
released back onto the reserve.

X-rays gave us a clue as to the identity of the python’s 
most recent meal: a black-backed jackal!

Lapalala warmly welcomes Emma Rowand who will spend two months 
on the reserve as an intern. Emma is a BSc Hon (Genetics) graduate from 
Cape Town with a strong passion for nature and a desire to learn more 
about Lapalala’s conservation programme. Emma will be participating as 
a volunteer to learn about all aspects of biodiversity management. She 
is especially interested in Lapalala’s efforts to create a genetic biobank of 
animals on the reserve. We trust that Emma will find her stay at Lapalala 
an inspiring and enriching experience.

LAPALALA WELCOMES INTERN  
EMMA ROWAND By Annemieke Müller

Intern, Emma Rowand, will actively take part in our veterinary operations  
to help with the collection of DNA material.



she announced her arrival by huffing, snorting and 
instantly charging in the direction of any movement or 
sound. There was no doubt that this little black rhino 
had a fighting spirit and the will to survive!

Young Robynne has settled in well at the orphanage 
and has befriended a white rhino calf that arrived at 
the orphanage shortly after her. A dedicated team will 
take care of her until she is old enough to return to 
Lapalala. We look forward to releasing her back onto 
the reserve, where we hope she will recognise the 
smells and sounds of home.

Thanks to the keen eyes of our rhino monitors and the 
dedication of our biodiversity team, Lapalala was able 
to rewrite the story of a young rhino orphan.

The female calf had been wandering the forested 
valleys and thickets to the southwest of Selous Plains, 
for how long we had no idea. We suspected that her 
mother had died of age-related causes, although we 
were yet to find her.

The fate of this little orphan would have been sealed 
were it not for Lapalala’s sharp-eyed rhino monitors. 
They noticed the seemingly aimless tracks of the lone 
animal and immediately recognised her situation.  
After two days of tracking and searching, they 
eventually found the calf and all systems were go.

The veterinary team launched an aerial search, 
scanning every tree and bush below the helicopter 
as the rhino monitors frantically pointed out the 
direction of the calf’s movements. But a prolonged 
search produced no sign of the animal. Just as we 
were starting to lose hope, an excited voice blasted 
through the radio headsets: “There she is! There she is! 
There she is!” As we looked down, we spotted the little 
rhino peeking at us from a patch of low bushes. She 
had been tracked by humans, pursued by a helicopter 
and was eventually darted with a combination of 
tranquilizing drugs.

Our pilot gently guided the darted calf to an open  
area where she could be loaded into a dark box  
and onto the transport trailer. He asked if he could 
name her. Annemieke and I happily accepted his 
suggestion: Robynne.

She was on her way to a very foreign environment 
– a warm stall at the rhino orphanage. Once there, 
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RHINO ORPHAN 
RESCUED ON LAPALALA   
By Hermann Müller
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The young rhino orphan has settled in well at the rhino 
orphanage where she will spend the next 24 to 30 months.



A pride of inquisitive lions has no respect for the  
peace and quiet of a weekend, as we recently 
discovered on Lapalala!

Our large pride (pride 2) consists of one adult male, 
two adult females and four very active sub-adults.  
In the early hours of one particular Saturday morning, 
they went in search of ‘more exciting pickings’ on 
Mooimeisiesfontein – game reserve land that is 
soon to be added to Lapalala, but is currently closed 
off from the main reserve. By the time we found 
them, they had already devoured a kudu bull and a 
wildebeest. They didn’t even look guilty. The battle  
had just begun.

We abandoned our first plan to steal the carcasses 
and drag them behind a car after that failed to lure 
the lions back to the main reserve. As night fell, we 
adopted ‘plan B’ to open the fence and use call ups to 
guide the lions out. But by 11pm on Saturday night, 
we were clearly not going to win. The following day 
they had caught another wildebeest, so we engaged 
in a battle to keep them away from the fresh kill until 
Annemieke darted three of the sub-adult males and 
one adult female from a vehicle. We rallied our troops 
– management, anti-poaching teams, rangers and 
the research team – as we loaded up the lions and 
returned them to the main reserve. The rest of the 
pride was on to us!

The remaining adult male was darted from the air 
and returned to the main reserve, but not before 
some impromptu dental work on a broken canine. By 
Sunday evening, we decided that the last two lions 
(an adult female and sub-adult female) had endured 
enough stress and abandoned our efforts for the 
day. The following morning, we were astounded to 
find them on a hartebees kill. They took cover in the 

BATTLE OF 
MOOIMEISIES  
By Wihan Pretorius and Emma Rowand

thickets which made it impossible to dart them from a 
vehicle, so we resorted to calling for air support. Even 
after successfully darting the two lions, we had to wait 
as one lion resisted the anaesthesia and took some 
time to sleep.

We managed to return the remaining lions on Monday 
morning after a weekend that will make for many 
interesting campfire stories. Thank you to everyone for 
their assistance. We may have lost a few battles, but 
we won the war… for now!
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The members of pride 2 will go down in history for their 
marauding weekend on Mooimeisiesfontein.

After noticing a broken canine on the adult male, Annemieke 
took the opportunity to remove the affected teeth.
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while maintaining local heterogeneity. The construction 
of eight replicates (blocks) will ensure enough data to 
continue with the experiment if one or more blocks 
were to be destroyed.

LELE research teams will visit the blocks annually to 
collect baseline vegetation data such as tree biomass, 
tree structure and plant composition. The first field 
trip was conducted over several weeks in March. The 
research team spent time sampling vegetation in the 
plots, as well as flying advanced drone equipment. 
During the next field trip, the team will also collect 
animal visitation data in the control plots. The aim is to 
keep this experiment running for as long as possible, 
so that it yields suitable baseline data for current and 
future research projects across all trophic levels. This 
project will supply current, accurate veld condition 
data on a continuous basis, which will enable Lapalala 
management to make well-informed decisions about 
our elephant population in the long term.

RESEARCH PROJECT 
STUDIES LONG-TERM 
IMPACT OF ELEPHANT  
By Annemieke Müller
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The LELE project aims to determine the impact of elephant 
on Lapalala’s ecosystem dynamics.
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Lapalala Wilderness has launched a research project  
to measure the long-term ecological impact of elephant 
on the landscape.

The Lapalala Elephant Landscape Experiment (LELE) 
is a collaboration between Lapalala Wilderness, 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and the University 
of Johannesburg. The study will collect data from eight 
exclosure blocks (each measuring six hectares) that 
have been constructed in different locations on the 
reserve. Lapalala is uniquely positioned to conduct this 
study as elephant have only recently been introduced 
onto the reserve. In fact, the LELE project is the first in 
Africa to monitor elephant-exclosures from the initial 
introduction of an elephant population.

In many wilderness areas, including Kruger National 
Park, elephant have been present for years (or even 
centuries) before the construction of exclosures, which 
biases the vegetation data. Another distinctive factor in 
the LELE design is the relatively small size of the blocks. 
This makes long-term management a realistic task, 

Every LELE block consists  
of six randomised plots,  
each measuring one hectare. 
To distinguish between the 
impact of elephant and 
other herbivores, each block 
consists of a combination 
of elephant-exclosures, 
herbivore-exclosures and 
control plots. Additionally, 
half the plots will be bush 
cleared to study the impact  
of elephant on the 
regeneration of trees.

TNH Fencing was contracted 
to construct the eight 
exclosure blocks, which  
are all up and running.

The LELE research team 
– led by Dr Jesse Kalwij – 
collected drone footage 
in the blocks.



The Waterberg region harbours a spectacular 
diversity of flora and fauna. Although the abundance 
of most species is well known, there are still species 
of which we have very little information regarding 
their distribution range or rarity. This could be the 
result of species being inconspicuous, and therefore 
overlooked, or because the species is indeed quite 
rare. Botanical surveys are an important means to fill 
this gap in knowledge.

The Lapalala Elephant Landscape Experiment started 
in 2020 with the aim to monitor the impact of elephant 
reintroduction on the ecosystem of Lapalala. Repeated 
botanical surveys will be part of this long-term 
research project. The first field season in preparation 
for this project (in March 2021) already resulted in 
the discovery of two noteworthy stapeliad species 
probably new to the reserve, namely Orbea tapschottii 
and O. melanantha.
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NEW STAPELIAD  
SPECIES FOR LAPALALA  
By Jesse Kalwij
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Lapalala is pleased to welcome MSc student, Nicky Dreyer, to our 
predator research programme. Nicky joins the team as a new student 
and will spend the next 12 months on Lapalala, studying our predators’ 
demographic-specific prey preferences and the consequences for our 
prey populations. Her arrival was slightly delayed due to COVID-related 
factors, but we are delighted that she has arrived safely.

Nicky will focus on the continued collection of kill data, based on  
GPS clusters retrieved from collar data. She will also collect and  
analyse the ongoing data from camera traps to monitor game patterns.  
Nicky will also perform monthly driven transects while assigning animals 
to demographic classes, which allows her to monitor the sex and age 
class compositions in our prey populations.

LAPALALA WELCOMES NICKY 
DREYER TO PREDATOR RESEARCH 
PROGRAMME  By Annemieke Müller

Nicky’s main focus will be to continue 
with kill data collection based on GPS 
clusters retrieved from collar data.

Orbea tapschottii (Verd.) L.C.Leach was flowering (left), while  
O. melanantha (Schltr) Bruyns had just finished flowering (above).

Both Orbea tapschottii and O. melanantha are 
perennial, succulent species of the Apocynaceae. 
Stapeliads are mostly attractive, easily cultivated 
ornamental plants. The distribution range of these 
species is limited to southeast Botswana and northern 
South Africa. Both species are listed as Least Concern 
by SANBI. No medical or traditional use has been 
reported for this species.

Although neither species appear to be at risk of 
local extinction, the number of formally recorded 
observations for species is still very low. The 
observations in Lapalala Wilderness illustrate that 
botanical surveys play an important role in acquiring a 
better understanding of the abundance of these species.



The predator research team spent a busy second 
quarter re-collaring some of our predators. The 
batteries in the collars last about two years, after which 
they fail to clock in anymore and need to be replaced.

We were fortunate enough to re-collar an individual 
in both cheetah coalitions. The Nambiti males were 
easy to find and collar, however the Dinokeng males 
required a lengthy day of tracking on foot to get close 
enough to dart. We also darted and re-collared LF4, the 
lioness with the two young cubs. The procedure was 
fast and successful and she reconnected with her cubs 
before taking down an impala ram.

Our last objective was to re-collar CF3, the female 
cheetah with the cub. She is the most skittish of our 
cheetah, but the research team successfully habituated 
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PREDATOR UPDATE 
By Wihan Pretorius
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The predator research team helped to successfully  
re-collar three of our cheetah. 

her to be approached whilst on a carcass. She was 
darted from a vehicle just after she had caught  
an impala.

Stress is the number one cause of capture-related 
mortalities in cheetah, which makes it risky to dart 
cheetah from a helicopter. It’s a good sign that all  
of our cheetah are relaxed enough to be darted  
from the ground.

We are also pleased to report that LM2, the younger 
adult male lion in the west, is getting bigger and more 
confident by the month. He and LM1, the dominant 
male, have been interacting more often. In the past 
the younger male would retreat and hide, but he has 
begun to stand his ground.

Collar and camera trap data have revealed some 
positive news about the status of our spotted hyena 
population.

Reletile Mokomane and Wihan Pretorius suspected 
a potential den site when they noticed a cluster of 
satellite pins from one of our collared females. They 
visited the site, intending to place a camera trap, and 
discovered an active hyena den in a cave. The entrance 
was littered with impala hide and bones. With the 
camera trap in place, they used telemetry to scan for 
the female. A strong signal led them to another site 200 
metres away, where Wihan spotted the collared female 
emerging from the den. They carefully placed a second 
camera trap before leaving the site.

COLLAR DATA HELPS TO 
UNRAVEL HYENA MYSTERIES 
By Reletile Mokomane

The camera trap data has revealed a single cub using 
both den sites. The camera at the first cave has also 
captured brown hyena, rock dassies, porcupine and 
leopard, indicating that this cave is actively used.

Our spotted hyena have proved to be elusive since 
their introduction onto the reserve in 2019. This 
valuable data is an indication that the clan seems to 
have settled down and is reproducing successfully. 
Hopefully, the collaring system will lead us to more 
hyena den sites in the future.

The camera 
trap has 
captured this 
spotted hyena 
cub using two 
active den sites.
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STARRY, STARRY NIGHT   
By Daniel Bott

Q2 2021

The long, clear nights of June and July offer ideal 
conditions for star-gazing, particularly if you can get 
out into the South African bushveld.

As the sun dips below the horizon, Lapalala 
Wilderness unveils a spectacle that is visible only to 
those who are far removed from the light pollution of 
a city. Animals and plants give way to astronomy! And 
the experience always ensures a gasp of wonder, from 
first-time visitors and seasoned bush lovers alike.

As a guide at Tintswalo Lapalala, I am guaranteed a 
“Wow!” when I tell my guests to look up and they take 

www.lapalala.com  |  +27 (0) 78 772 7449  |  office@lapalala.com

in the vast brilliance of the Milky Way. The lookout 
at Lepotedi, Thakadu Plains and Roan Plains offer 
stunning views of the night sky. In the absence of all 
artificial light and with my trusty laser pointer at the 
ready, we begin our discovery of the stars, planets and 
constellations that make up the galaxy in which Earth 
finds itself. To me, it looks like a painter has splashed 
a paintbrush across the universe, leaving clumps and 
splatters of stars in a beautiful order. The night sky is 
difficult to fully comprehend, but its mystery is what 
makes it awesome.

Book a stay at Tintswalo Lapalala and experience the 
magic and beauty of a night under the African sky.

Guests of Noka Camp were treated to a highlight of their safari during a 
late afternoon boat cruise on Kubu Dam.

As the sun set slowly on a warm June day in the Waterberg, the air was 
punctuated by the call of a fish eagle and the unmistakable grunting of 
hippos. The tranquillity of the scene turned to excitement as the qualified 
guide and skipper noticed a pair of eyes moving in the water. The eyes, ears 
and nostrils of a Nile crocodile (Crocodylus niloticus) soon became visible 
and seemed to follow the boat from a distance.

The guide took the opportunity to share his knowledge of these formidable 
predators. Little did he know that the crocodile had disappeared from view 
only to re-emerge seconds later, right behind the boat. It was an unforgettable 
moment for our guests, and a slightly heart-stopping one for the skipper.

The crocodile lost interest quite quickly. As the boat made its return trip, 
the guests spotted the crocodile basking on a sandy bank. Only then 
did they realise just how large the crocodile was. Whilst a crocodile’s 
diet consists mostly of fish, reptiles and birds, they are capable of taking 
wildebeest and buffalo. Luckily boats aren’t on their menu!

CROC GETS UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL! 
By Tania Weitsz

Only when they saw the crocodile 
out of the water did our guests 
appreciate its impressive size.

In a thrilling moment for our 
guests, the crocodile decided to 
inspect the boat at close range.




